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Foreword by Ward

Cunningham

You have a thought. You want to write it down.

You’re thinking your computer might be pretty good

for that, but, surprise — it’s not.

You need two things when you want to write. You need

the words to say what you are thinking, and you need a

place to put them.

Before wikis, computer writing was all about the words.

The computer could help you type them, spell them,

hyphenate them, size them, shape them, and align them.

But when it came to developing your thought, well, you

were on your own.

Now, with wikis, you have a place to write. A wiki is a

place to write in the same way that a party is a place to

talk. There are thoughts all around you. Some are

interesting, some less so. At a party or on a wiki, a word

or two will be your trigger. Ideas start flowing. Talking or

writing, you’re among friends, the stage is set, you say

your piece, it fits in, your words trigger the next thought:

conversation.

A wiki is like a party that doesn’t have to stop. It’s a

party that doesn’t get crowded because new rooms



appear when needed. It’s a timeless party where you can

try each conversation over and over until you get it right.

You might be wondering how a page becomes a party.

Maybe you’ve typed pages and pages before, and it

never seemed like fun. “Where do words go if not on the

page?” you might be thinking.

That’s what this book explains. It shows you in plain

English and with many examples just how powerful your

computer becomes when you’re at a wiki. Dan and Peter

show you big ones, little ones, noisy ones, and quiet

ones. They show you wikis that are for work and wikis at

play. You’re going to love this book. Party on.

Ward CunninghamPortland, Oregon2007
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Introduction

Wikis, born in 1995, had a quiet childhood. Now, as

wikis approach their teens, they are having a heck of a

coming-out party as they are used absolutely everywhere

for everything imaginable. Wikipedia, an online

encyclopedia created by using a wiki, is one of the most-

used reference works on the planet. United States (U.S.)

federal intelligence agencies — the CIA, the NSA, the

Defense Department, and others — use a wiki to help

gather, share, and analyze information. Google, IBM,

Motorola, SAP, Sun, Yahoo!, and tens of thousands of

other companies run important parts of their businesses

with wikis. Hundreds of thousands of families, clubs,

schools, and scientists use wikis for every sort of task.

We even wrote this book with the help of a wiki. All these

examples are just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to

prominent use of wikis.

The number of ways how wikis are being offered and

hosted is also exploding. In October 2006, Google (the

famous search engine company) purchased JotSpot, a

commercially developed wiki, which will be added to

Google’s core offerings of mail, calendar, and shared

documents sometime in 2007. WikiSpaces, wetpaint,

Wikidot, Wikia, XWiki, BluWiki, seedwiki, PBwiki, Riters,

StikiPad, Central Desktop, and others offer free, hosted

wikis that are ready to use over the Internet. Companies

such as Socialtext and Atlassian offer wikis that can



either be installed or hosted. By far, the largest number

of wiki sites are run by open source wiki engines, such as

TWiki, MoinMoin, MediaWiki, and a number of others.

Boggles the mind a bit, doesn’t it? You’re probably

looking at this book because you heard about wikis and

wonder whether they can help you get where you want

to go. They can help you, and the how is really quite

easy. We wrote this book because wikis changed our lives

and how we work. With just a bit of effort, we suspect

that wikis will do the same for you, just like they have for

millions of other people. So read on.

About This Book

In Wikis For Dummies, you will find a top-to-bottom

guide to understanding what wikis are and how to use

them. Unlike many other types of technology you might

encounter, you need to realize that wikis aren’t a product

or a brand or a company. Rather, wikis are collections of

Web pages that anyone can edit — a style of Web site

invented by Ward Cunningham. This book intro-duces

you to the basics of the style and shows how they’re

implemented with minor variations in specific products.

The sorts of skills and knowledge that you can acquire

with this book include how to

 Edit wiki pages by using wiki markup or

WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editors.

 Format the information on a wiki page.



 Link wiki pages.

 Organize the pages in your wiki so people can find

them.

 Choose the right home for your wiki.

 Attract users to your wiki.

 Manage your wiki.

Foolish Assumptions

In Wikis For Dummies, we don’t assume any prior

knowledge of HTML (Web markup language), wiki

markup, programming languages, or system

administration skills. However, we do assume that you

have surfed the Web. We also assume that you have a

working knowledge of personal computers and have used

browsers to go to Web sites. If you’ve used a Web mail

system such as Yahoo! Mail, Gmail, or Hotmail, you’ll

find that editing a wiki page is just about the same as

writing and sending an e-mail.

Conventions Used in This

Book

By conventions, we simply mean a set of rules that we

employ in this book to present information to you

consistently. When you see a term italicized, look for its



definition, which is included so that you know what

things mean in the context of wiki creation and

maintenance. Web site addresses and e-mail addresses

appear in monofont so that they stand out from regular

text. Wiki markup and HTML appear in a separate font,

set off from the rest of the text, like this:

---+ My First Wiki Page

What You Don’t Have to

Read

We structured this book modularly — that is, it’s

designed so that you can easily find just the information

you need — so you don’t have to read whatever doesn’t

pertain to your task at hand. We include sidebars here

and there throughout the book that contain interesting

information that isn’t necessarily integral to the

discussion at hand; feel free to skip over these. You also

don’t have to read the paragraphs marked with Technical

Stuff icons, which parse out uber-techy tidbits (which

might not be your cup of tea).



How This Book Is

Organized

Wikis For Dummies is split into four parts. You don’t

have to read it sequentially, you don’t have to look at

every part, you don’t have to review each chapter, and

you don’t even have to read all the sections in any

particular chapter. (Of course, you can if you want to; it’s

a good read.) And the Table of Contents and the index

can help you quickly find whatever information you need.

In this section, we briefly describe what each part

contains.



Part I: Introducing Wikis

Part I shows you what wikis are and what they are not.

You can read the history of how Ward Cunningham

created the idea of wikis and how wikis slowly

propagated from engineering departments to the

mainstream. You get your feet wet by seeing the basics

of creating and adding content to a page. We then take

you on a tour through examples of what wikis are used

for and show you the most famous wiki of all —

Wikipedia.



Part II: Making Your Own Wiki

Part II assumes that you’ve gotten the bug and are ready

to dive into the detailed mechanics of designing and

creating wiki pages. No matter which choice you make

for creating your wiki, by putting content on a wiki, you

enter a new world. It all begins with your first page.

Usually, people get started by going to one of the many

hosted wikis described in this part. Read along there to

follow the instructions on setting up your new wiki —

there it is! A blank wiki page! In this part, we also give

you the details of formatting wiki pages, linking them,

and the principles of wiki design.



Part III: Promoting, Managing,

and Improving Your Wiki

Part III focuses on meeting the challenges of promoting a

wiki as well as choosing and installing your own wiki

engine if that’s what makes sense for you. You can read

how to manage and protect your wiki as well as the

possibilities for adding advanced functionality by using

the structured wikis concept. (Structured wikis add

advanced features to make wikis work like spreadsheets,

databases, or automated tools for managing complex

step-by-step processes.)


